CD DIAMOND
2009 Palomino Stallion (5220554)
NRCHA OPEN FUTURITY CHAMPION

PERFORMANCE RECORD

SIRE RECORD
CD DIAMOND is the sire of SJR DIAMOND MIST ($179,883: NRCHA Open Futurity Champion; San Juan Ranch NRCHA Open Incentive Winner), SJR DIAMOND BILLY ($73,133: Gold Buckle Roping 6-Year-Old Heading Maturity Champion; 1st, Platinum Medal Judged Heading Futurity Medal Program Open Incentive), SJR DIAMONDS JUSTIFY ($58,525: ID RCHA Derby Open Champion; 6th, NRCHA Stallion Stakes Open; 7th, NSHA RCH Open Futurity), SJR DIAMOND LUNA ($51,676: San Juan Ranch NRCHA Non-Pro Incentive Winner; top 10, NRCHA Non-Pro Futurity; NRCHA Non-Pro Hackamore World Champion), SJR DIAMONDS BONNIE ($45,051: NRCHA Intermediate Open Futurity Champion; 7th, NSHA RCH Futurity Intermediate Open), SJR DIAMOND BOND ($41,590: 1st Royal Crown Breeders Waco 4-Year-Old Open Heading Average), SJR DIAMOND FOX ($35,000: San Juan Ranch NRCHA Open Incentive Winner; finalst, NRCHA Open Futurity), SJR DIAMONDS CASH ($34,595: San Juan Ranch NRCHA Non-Pro Incentive Winner; top 10, NRCHA Non-Pro Futurity), SERINA ($33,400; Gold Buckle Winter Roping 4-Year-Old Tie-Down Roping Futurity Champion), SJR DIAMOND GO TIME ($29,687: top 10, ARHFA World Championships Roping Futurity Open Heading Average), EIGHT KARAT DIAMOND ($28,931: 2022 NRCHA Western Derby Level 1 Limited Open Champion; top 10, 2020 NRCHA Limited Open Futurity), CODI ($25,277; San Juan Ranch NRCHA Non-Pro Incentive Winner; NRCHA Futurity Level 1 Non-Pro Reserve Champion), DIAMOND AK 47 ($22,640: 4th, ID RCHA Intermediate Open Futurity; top 10, 2021 ID RCHA Open Classic Derby), SJR DIAMOND RUBIES ($21,279: 3rd, NRCHA Futurity Non-Pro Sale Incentive; 5th, NRCHA Amateur Futurity), SJR DIAMOND ICON ($20,901: Denver National RCH Open Derby Champion), SJR DIAMOND STARMAN ($18,107: 4th, Royal Crown Buckeye Judged All Ages Heeling Intermediate Open), SJR DIAMONDS REYLynn ($14,970: SRCHA Pre-Futurity Texas Bred Non-Pro Incentive winner; 4th, NRCHA Futurity Non-Pro Sale Incentive), SJR DIAMOND LEN ($14,873: 3rd, Royal Crown Buckeye Heeling Maturity Open Average), WATCHIN GIRLS GO BY ($13,427: Gem State Stock Horse RCH Non-Pro Derby Reserve Champion).

FEMALE LINE
1st dam
SHINERS DIAMOND GIRL, by Shining Spark. $67,765: 5th, Worlds Greatest Horseman; split 4th, NRCHA Open Bridle Spectacular; NRCHA Stakes Open Bridle Reserve Champion; NRCHA Supreme Reined Cow Horse; NRCHA Half Million Dollar Dam; Open ROM. Dam of 29 foals, 16 performers, earning $710,025.


SJR ROYAL DIAMOND (c. by One Time Royally). $118,175: 3rd NRCHA Open Futurity; 6th 2022 NRCHA Western Open Derby; 5th, 2021 Southwest RCHA Pre-Futurity Open.

SJR DIAMOND REY (g. by Dual Rey). $78,767: NRCHA Open Stakes Champion; AQHA World Champion Youth Box; NRCHA Youth Boxing Reserve World Champion; 3rd, NRCHA Open Derby; 5th, NSHA RCH Open Futurity; finalist, NRCHA Open Futurity.

SJR SMOOTH RIO (g. by Smooth As A Cat). $63,763: NSHA Open Snaffle Bit Futurity Champion; finalist, NRCHA Open Futurity; 56.5 AQHA points: ROM.

SJR DIAMOND RUBICON (g. by Dual Rey). $29,610: finalist, NRCHA Open Futurity & 2020 NRCHA Open Stakes.

SJR KATMANDOO (g. by Smooth As A Cat). $18,044: 3rd, NRCHA Limited Non-Pro Stakes; 2020 NRCHA Limited Non-Pro Stakes Reserve Champion.

SJR DIAMOND HICAT (g. by High Brow Cat). $14,231: Top 20, NRCHA Futurity Open; 4th, NRCHA Futurity Open Gelding Incentive.

SJR SMOOTH DIAMOND (c. by Smooth As A Cat). $11,097: 3rd, 2020 NRCHA Amateur Stakes; top 10, NSHA RCH Intermediate Open Futurity.

2nd dam

SHINERS DIAMOND GIRL (f. by Shining Spark). Above.

SHINERS DIAMOND JILL (f. by Shining Spark). 707 AQHA points & $60,047: AQHA World Show Superhorse; AQHA High Point & Heeling. Dam of--

DIAMONDS WITH STYLE. $21,348 & 231 Performance points: Superior Heeding & Heeling; NRCHA Stakes Limited Open Reserve Champion. Dam of--

TIME FOR THE DIAMOND. $181,414: NRCHA Open Futurity Champion.

THE ROYALTY. $50,973: top 5, NRCHA Futurity Open Hackamore Class.

SMOOTH AS A DIAMOND. $36,962: top 10, NRCHA Open Futurity.

DIAMOND SUN (g. by Genuine Doc). 595 Heading & Heeling points & $27,326: AQHA World Champion Amateur Heading Horse, Superior Open & Amateur Heading & Heeling.

SHINERS DIAMOND SUN (c. by Shining Spark). $56,082: 3rd, NRCHA Open Futurity; AQHA ROM.

SHINERS DIAMOND JILL (f. by Shining Spark). $37,379: NRCHA Non-Pro Stakes Champion; top 10, NRCHA Non-Pro Futurity. Dam of--

NICS BLACK DIAMOND. $196,091: 4th, NRCHA Open Futurity; 6th, NRCHA Open Futurity; top 10, NRBC Open Derby.

STEP TO THE LIGHT. $102,738: 3rd, NRCHA Open Futurity; split 4th, NRCHA Open Derby; NSHA RCH Open Derby Reserve Champion.

MALE LINE

MALE LINE

FEMALE LINE

BREEDING FEE: $3,000
(plus $650 chute fee)
On Site/WEBC Breeding only
No shipped semen

Owned & Bred by: San Juan Ranch
www.SanJuanRanch.com

Eligible for:
NRCHA Stallion Stakes
NCHA Super Stakes
Royal Crown (Roping Only)
Gold Buckle Futurities Elite Breeding Program
Rita Buckle

STANDING AT
WEATHERFORD EQUINE
BREEDING CENTER
6375 Mineral Wells Hwy. Weatherford, TX 76089
(817) 594-9181 / Fax (817) 594-9183
www.weatherfordequine.com
breeding@weatherfordequine.com
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